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Abstract
A global life sciences company (GLC) recently undertook a complete infrastructure refresh of its SAS 

Analytics environment to meet critical business requirements, such as industry compliance and 

increased efficiency. 

This case study documents the strategic choices and the procedural details involved in modernizing 

the SAS Analytics environment.

Background for Infrastructure Refresh

Figure 1: Current scenario and modernization design goals

SAS Modernization Architecture
GLC’s high-level requirements included 

» Expected doubling of the number of SAS users
» The need for a high-performance shared file system storage 
» Consolidation of three SAS releases: 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4

» Release 9.2 and 9.3 being phased out towards 9.4
» HA and DR provisions
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Figure 2: Modernized SAS architecture

The SAS architecture redesign consisted of a number of SAS services and deployment tiers conceptually 
represented by Figure 3. 

As an initial step towards creating a deployment and virtualization map, the different SAS services were 
conceptually simplified into the major functions represented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Multitiered SAS architecture redesign
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The SAS architecture enumerated the following platform requirements:

» Multitiered architecture to support both the SAS grid compute nodes and SAS services through the metadata 
servers, mid-tier servers, and failover servers

» Four SAS grid nodes with 44 cores and shared read/write file system storage 
» Eight SAS metadata server instances 

» Accommodating HA and multiple versions
» Two SAS mid-tier server instances (no core licensing restrictions)
» One SAS auxiliary server instance 

» For addressing login sessions and so on related to the SAS environment 
» DEV/TEST environments in addition to PROD environment

These requirements called for

» Fine-grained resource provisioning so as to adhere to SAS licensing
» Calibrated resource allocation for performance priorities

Virtualization and Deployment Mapping 
Figure 4 illustrates the convergence and interplay of various Oracle technologies in addressing the complex 
modernization requirements of GLC. (Note: “4c,” “8c,” “12c,” and “20c” refer to the number of cores.)

Figure 4: Deployment diagram

The deployment diagram may appear overwhelming at first sight, but the intent of this paper is to deconstruct the 
solution deployed by Oracle and understand how this virtualized infrastructure can be reassembled and redeployed. 
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The larger goals of this paper are to 

» Rationalize some of the strategic decisions
» Illustrate the power of Oracle Solaris virtualization provided by Oracle VM Server for SPARC (previously called 

Logical Domains or LDoms) and Oracle Solaris Zones
» Enumerate best practices and lessons learned 

Deconstructing the Solution
The SAS platform requirements as addressed by the Oracle technologies shown in Figure 5 include 

» Four SPARC T5-2 servers from Oracle for the four SAS grid nodes
» Two Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliances for high-performance shared read/write file system storage for the 

SAS grid nodes
» Oracle Solaris 11.2 (and later)
» Two InfiniBand (IB) cards per server and storage appliance

Figure 5: Oracle solution technologies

The following sections elaborate the role of each of these Oracle technologies in addressing the SAS platform 
requirements.
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Robustness of SPARC T5-2 Server

The SPARC T5-2 server is an ideal platform for business-critical applications, middleware, and database workloads 
that demand high levels of performance. Powered by one or two SPARC T5 processors from Oracle, these systems 
deliver exceptional single-thread and multithread performance. With 16 cores and 16 memory slots per SPARC T5 
processor, the SPARC T5-2 server provides high compute density with up to 32 cores and 1 TB of system memory 
all within a 3U enclosure. 

Built-in virtualization capabilities provided by Oracle VM Server for SPARC allow the consolidation of many servers 
onto one machine, reducing a data center’s physical footprint as well as lowering power and cooling costs. The 
advanced SPARC T5 processor includes integrated on-chip cryptographic support that provides wire-speed 
encryption capabilities for secure data center operation, without paying a performance penalty or having to acquire 
additional hardware.

The rearchitected SAS environment called for four SPARC T5-2 servers, each with the following specifications, for 
the four SAS grid nodes: 

» SPARC T5-2 (2x 3.6 GHz SPARC T5)
» 512 GB RAM
» Six internal disks for mirrored boot (two for each of the three LDoms)
» Four Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Cards from Oracle containing SSDs used for fast, local storage for 

SASWORK scratch area

Extreme Efficiency of Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2

HA features such as active-active controller clustering for failover, a self-healing file system architecture that ensures 
end-to-end data integrity, and a rich set of enterprise-class data services make the Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 
appliance an ideal choice for enterprise storage.

For the SAS environment, twin appliances, each with the following specifications, were used for a high-performance 
shared read/write file system storage:

» Dual-controller configuration
» Six disk array shelves 
» Two IB HBAs

Oracle Solaris 11 and the Power of Virtualization

Oracle Solaris 11.2 (and later) bundles Oracle VM Server for SPARC (LDoms) and Oracle 
Solaris Zones. The power and flexibility of Oracle VM Server for SPARC and Oracle Solaris 
virtualization enables cost and configuration efficiencies (approximately 20 OS instances 
deployed across four servers) and reduces risk by providing agility to easily re-resource 
and relocate zones, and also facilitate DR services. In the modernized SAS environment, 
each SPARC T5-2 node is configured with three LDoms, as illustrated in Figure 6:

One control domain: Provides services for the guest domains.  
Note: The default name of the control domain is “primary” and both names are used 
interchangeably. 

Two guest domains: Guest domain LDom-2 hosts a SAS grid compute service. LDom-1 
hosts various other SAS services within separate 
instances of Oracle Solaris Zones.

Figure 6: SPARC T5-2 node 
with three LDoms

https://www.oracle.com/servers/sparc/t5-2/index.html
https://www.oracle.com/storage/nas/zs3-2/index.html
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Nomenclature: For the sake of convenience, the following naming convention is used for identifying the various 
LDoms in the deployment diagram:
» DOM<node>-<LDom>

For instance:

» In DOM01-00, 01 represents node 1 and 00 represents the control domain.
» In DOM03-01, 03 represents node 3 and 01 represents the first guest domain.
» In DOM04-02, 04 represents node 4 and 02 represents the second guest domain.
This is a convenient naming convention that helps you to log in to the exact instance without having to look up the 
real DNS name.

Configuring the Control or Primary Domains 

In this deployment, the primary domains also serve as I/O domains. They are configured to service only guest 
domains, and they do not host any applications.

Figure 7: Control domains across the SPARC T5-2 nodes

Configuring the control/primary domains largely involves the following steps:

1. Creating default services, such as a virtual disk server (vds), a virtual console concentrator (vcc), a virtual 
network terminal server daemon (vntsd), and a virtual switch service (vsw) in the control domain
Note: Virtual disks are created from the vdisk services and can be mapped from the control domain to a guest 
domain.  

2. Assigning resources, such as cores and memory to the control domain

3. Configuring PCIe SR-IOV virtual functions

Configuring Guest Domains (LDom-2 and LDom-1)

For the initial configuration, the guest domain boot devices were simple disk image files located in the root file 
system of the primary domain. Concern over LDom interdependencies, performance ramifications, and insufficient 
disk space motivated the eventual migration of the boot device of each guest domain to independent, mirrored boot 
devices. Note: There are separate scripts for the initial configuration and the migration of boot devices.

The second guest domain (LDom-2) on each node is configured as the SAS grid compute node, as shown in Figure 
8.

LDom-2:

Figure 8: Guest domains (LDom-2) across the SPARC T5-2 nodes
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Across the four grid nodes, the core counts are 12, 12, 12, and 8, respectively. Of the four, the first three grid nodes 
that have 12 cores each are allocated half of the system memory to prioritize resources towards maximizing SAS 
licensing value.

Of the guest LDoms configured with 12 cores, the remaining 4 cores of that socket were intentionally left unallocated 
to prevent those 4 cores from disrupting memory likely to be used by the SAS grid processes.

Another performance prioritization was to directly map Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Cards into the SAS grid 
compute nodes’ guest LDom for fast storage for the SASWORK scratch area. If these LUNs are to be shared with 
other guest domains, they need to be mapped via a virtual disk service (vds) provided by the I/O domain (primary 
domain).  

Direct-mapped devices generally have slight performance advantages because there is no overhead from the vds 
layer. However, the downside is that there is no option to share if other guest domains require access to this 
storage. Note: The SAS grid compute nodes stand alone as guest domains with no Oracle Solaris Zones instances 
configured in them. 

The first guest domain (LDom-1) on each node hosts a number of instances of Oracle Solaris Zones, as shown in 
Figure 9. 

LDom-1: 

Figure 9: Guest domains (LDom-1) across SPARC T5-2 nodes

Nomenclature: The colored boxes inside the first guest domains represent Oracle Solaris Zones. Each color 
indicates a similar type of SAS functionality or purpose. 
» Yellow boxes represent SAS metadata services.
» Pink boxes represent SAS mid-tier services.
» The blue box represents the SAS auxiliary services.
» Purple boxes represent a pooled SAS development environment. 
Zones in the deployment diagram can also be identified by their alias name. Because there are often multiple zones 
per LDom, the alias names are less useful because the concept of ordinal position within the LDom is not really 
meaningful. The zone instance of SASAUX-01 has an alias 03ZNL1-00, where
» 03 indicates node 3
» ZN is the zone tag
» L1 indicates guest LDom 1
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» 00 indicates zone instance 0
Note the suffix tag in some of the SAS service aliases (for example, SASMETA94-02) has a numeric suffix (-02). 
This is not associated with a specific zone instance but is an identifier specific to the SAS service (the second SAS 
9.4 metadata node).

Configuring Oracle Solaris Zones

Oracle Solaris Zones technology is a powerful virtualization technology that enables you to consolidate multiple 
hosts and services on a single machine. The zones partitioning technology is used to virtually divide the resources 
of a physical machine and its Oracle Solaris operating system to simulate multiple machines and operating systems. 
Each virtual host created in a zone is dedicated to the programs running inside. Oracle Solaris Zones technology is 
used to provide an isolated and secure environment for running applications. Oracle Solaris supports three types of 
zones: global zones, non-global zones, and kernel zones. 

In the rearchitected SAS environment, Oracle Solaris Zones are configured in one of the following ways:

» Resourced (Fixed): These zones contain an exact and dedicated number of cores/memory. Resourced zones 
are used for SAS services that strictly adhere to SAS licensing policy. Examples include SASMETA94-01, 
SASMETA94-02, and SASMETA94-03.
Core and memory designations: #cores, RAM. For example: 4c, 32 GB.

» Shared (Dynamic): These zones share the cores/memory of the global zone. Shared zones are used for 
services that are not subject to strict number for the core licensing policy. Examples include SASMID94-01 and 
SASMID94-02.
Note: SAS metadata services are subject to core licensing rules but are based on a formula derived from the total 
cores licensed. While the virtualization strategy allowed for strict compliance to the SAS licensing policy, it helped 
maximize licensing value by optimizing other resources that do not contribute to licensing cost, such as memory 
and high network bandwidth. This is a very valuable capability of Oracle Solaris virtualization.

» Shared (Pool-Constrained): Several zones share a fixed and dedicated pool of cores/memory. An example is 
SASMETA94DEV. The three zones SASMETA94DEV-01, SASMETA94DEV-02, and SASMETA94-03 share a pool 
of 4 cores and 8 GB. Each zone appears to have 4 cores even though it is the same 4 cores used by all three 
zones.
Note: A resource pool would not be a good strategy for entities that utilize SAS licenses by core, because it would 
count as 12 cores (3 instances x 4 cores), even though only 4 cores would be used in total. But the SAS metadata 
server falls under a different licensing formula, which is that total cores should not exceed licensed cores. A 
resourced pool of 4 cores was chosen for the following reasons: 

» Three unique OS instances are required to simulate a multitiered service. 
» The collective SAS service is not expected to be CPU-intensive. So a minimum set of resources is assigned 

to a resource pool to be shared exclusively among the three zones. 

This is an excellent way to leverage the flexibility of Oracle Solaris Zones that creates efficiencies to test the 
functionality of a cluster while not consuming valuable CPU resources from other services.

InfiniBand Virtualization via PCIe Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV)

InfiniBand offers high bandwidth and low latency along with providing additional application scalability. PCIe SR-IOV 
enables the efficient sharing of PCIe devices among virtual machines in the hardware to achieve I/O performance 
comparable to native performance. 

In the rearchitected SAS environment, from the control domain, two IB interfaces are virtualized into two logical 
interfaces for each LDom and its requisite zones. The two interfaces for each of the Oracle Solaris instances are 
used as an IP Multipathing (IPMP) IB interface. IPMP is configured for high availability and is created from the 
assigned IB interfaces.

Additional Requirement for High Availability (HA)

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54762/zones.intro-1.html#scrolltoc
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E62357_01/html/E62358/sriovoverview.html#scrolltoc
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The SAS environment is also designed for HA by minimizing or eliminating single points of failure (SPOFs). Design 
specifications for HA are primarily built at two technology levels, as illustrated in Figure 10:

» System: SPARC T5-2
» Mirrored boot disks for each LDom
» IB IPMP 
» Disk mirrors, IB IPMP pairs on a different PCIe bus than peer  

» Storage: Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliance
» Dual nodes in an active-active setup; each head node of the appliance can actively fail over 
» Mirrored pools 
» Redundant IB switches
» Multipath network

Figure 10: SPARC T5-2 and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3 HA configuration

In addition, certain SAS application services, such as the SAS metadata services, use clustering to provide 
application HA. 
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Additional Requirement for Disaster Recovery (DR) 

A twin, passive, DR site (not reflected in the architecture diagrams) was provisioned in a remote location. Remote 
mirroring features of the Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliance and the Oracle Solaris ZFS file system were utilized 
to synchronize the DR site. 

Note: Remote, real-time clustering was intentionally not used because real-time synchronization to the DR site was 
not required. 

Deploying the SAS Environment

Figure 11: Deployment setup

Nomenclature: Each Oracle Solaris instance has three names or aliases, as mentioned below, so they can be 
easily identified by relevant but very different user constituents, such as the network administrator, system 
administrator, storage administrator, and SAS user:

» Native DNS host name (generally assigned by network administrator)
» Virtualization type and logical location
» SAS service (to be used during SAS installation/configuration and by SAS users)

Each underlined entity in the diagram represents an Oracle Solaris instance and is a valid network citizen. 

The various Oracle Solaris technologies and their roles in the rearchitected SAS environment have been outlined 
above. The following section explains the procedural nuances of deploying the production-grade setup. 

Predeployment

The starting point for the deployment required that these tasks be completed:
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» The SPARC T5-2 servers and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliances were racked, stacked, powered, and 
networked. 

» The SPARC T5-2 servers and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliances, and their respective ILOM/SP/Admin 
interfaces, were configured and accessible from the internal public network.

» Oracle Solaris 11.2 (and later) and the latest SRU ISOs were downloaded and accessible to each of the SPARC 
T5-2 systems.
Note: Accessing SRUs requires a service contract; links are release-specific 

» Oracle Solaris 11.2 Repo (all parts) 
» Oracle Solaris 11.2 SRU 15 Repo (all parts) 
» Oracle Solaris 11.2 Text Install
» Oracle Solaris 11.2 Automated Installer 
» Oracle Solaris 11.3 Repo

» All SPARC T5-2 servers were provisioned with Oracle Solaris 11.2 (and later) and the latest SRU update.
» The Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliance surfaced a pool over NFS and HTTP for the Automated Installer (AI) 

and configuration services.
» All IB interfaces were validated as working (they would later be unconfigured as part of the virtualization process).

Deployment Workflow

After drafting the virtualization plan that mapped the SAS architecture to the actual virtualized instances, the 
procedure was scripted for purposes of consistency, repeatability, audit, documentation, and training and to facilitate 
meeting DR design goals. 

The sequence for deploying the SAS environment is outlined below with links to the complete procedures in the 
appendix.  

» Configuring LDoms 
» Configure the control domain 
» Configure guest domains

»
»
»
»
» Configuring Oracle Solaris Zones 
» Migrating Disks 

» Migrate guest domain boot device from control domain vdisk image to newly acquired/installed boot 
devices

» Test boot from alternative boot device
» Configuring the Swap and Dump Sizes 

Summary
Critical business demands, such as industry compliance, increased efficiencies, and security at all levels, required 
that conflicting tradeoffs—such as performance maximization, availability, licensing compliance, and agility—be 
resolved in order to react to changing requirements that drove the need for modernization at GLC.

The combination of Oracle’s SPARC T5-2 servers and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 along with the powerful 
virtualization features in Oracle VM Server for SPARC and Oracle Solaris Zones readily met the complex criteria. 
The virtualization strategy enabled strict compliance to SAS licensing policy while allowing for prioritized resource 

https://updates.oracle.com/ARULink/PatchDetails/process_form?patch_num=19298012
https://updates.oracle.com/ARULink/PatchDetails/process_form?patch_num=22068582
https://updates.oracle.com/ARULink/PatchDetails/process_form?patch_num=19298051
https://updates.oracle.com/ARULink/PatchDetails/process_form?patch_num=19298065
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris11/downloads/local-repository-2245081.html
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allocations for memory, I/O, and network bandwidth that do not contribute to licensing cost. This was an excellent 
way to leverage the flexibility of LDoms and Oracle Solaris Zones to meet both business and IT infrastructure needs 
in a custom manner for an optimized and modernized SAS Analytics environment.

Appendix

Best Practices and Lessons Learned 
» Create or gather performance baseline tests; not necessarily for stress testing, but for exercising CPU/memory 

and I/O paths. Use these tests as sanity checks to measure differences as modifications or virtualization layers 
are added. Track baseline performance before, during, and after virtualization to characterize any performance 
deltas.

» Download the Oracle Explorer Data Collector (My Oracle Support note 1006990.1) before getting started. This 
utility gathers a detailed inventory of the system configuration. The output is generally required in the event of a 
service call. Run explorer –g to set defaults and then run explorer. The output is saved to 
/var/explorer/output.

» Deployment customizations require iterative changes. Therefore, for each node, all LDoms were provisioned via 
scripts. If logic changed or optimizations were necessary, the scripts were modified and all LDoms were 
reprovisioned to ensure consistency between the nodes and provisioning robustness. Once an LDom was 
provisioned, timeline pressure made it tempting to move on. However, the repeated reprovisioning uncovered 
several issues and unforeseen scenarios. Methodical discipline made the deployment repeatable, scriptable, and 
auditable and also facilitated the DR strategy. The additional time spent was well worthwhile from a 
manageability, training, consistency, and reusability perspective.

» Create a sanity check script and immediately validate a virtual instance as it is provisioned. With repeated 
reprovisioning, certain configuration changes would sometimes get lost. Instance and site-specific validations 
ensured that 

» The correct time zone was set
» Network interfaces were up
» Naming services were responding properly
» NFS mount points were correct
» The number of expected cores and memory correctly allocated

» Creating at least three host names/aliases was very helpful to accommodate the diverse users (IT, SASADMIN, 
users). Plan the naming strategy carefully so that consistent naming patterns are used. While it is not difficult to 
change names/aliases, the difficulty increases with time and implementation complexity.

» The number of IP addresses required was surprising: approximately 100 IP addresses were needed for  about 20 
OS instances. Most of them were for configuring IB support in every OS instance because three IB IP addresses 
were needed for each instance (one for each IB interface and one for the logical IPMP pair). 

» The IB configuration was on a private network with the Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliance, so rationed or 
scarce DNS name space was not consumed. 

» I/O devices that were mapped directly into guest domains (as opposed to a virtual mapping) demonstrated slightly 
better performance. The disadvantage to direct-mapped devices is that they cannot be shared across multiple 
guest LDoms. Disks that are virtually mapped have names similar to c1d1, c1d2 as opposed to a direct 
mapping where the devices are named similar to c0t500236100478891d0.  

» NFS mount points were made available on both the private IB network and the internal public network. It was very 
valuable to have increased availability by providing an alternative route to storage. An easy mistake to make 
when both interfaces are used is for the public interface to be used instead of the high-speed private interface. 

» Initially, NFS shares from the Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2 appliance would not mount upon boot despite the option 
in /etc/vfstab being set. The reason was that one or more of the following NFS client services were not 
enabled on reboot:

» svcadm enable nfs/status

https://updates.oracle.com/ARULink/PatchDetails/process_form?aru=19341119&patch_password=&no_header=0
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» svcadm enable nfs/nlockmgr

» svcadm enable nfs/client

» How NOT to create a ZFS mirror: The Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Cards surfaced 16 SSD LUNs for a fast 
scratch area for SASWORK. The initial plan was to mirror 8 LUNs and create a RAID 0 stripe, which yields better 
availability but less capacity. The following zpool(1M) command was erroneously used, which created two 
8-way mirrors that were then striped. The mistake showed up when the volume had the capacity of only 2 LUNs 
instead of the expected 8 (disk names are abbreviated to d0 for this example only):

Wrong: 

# zpool create –f  -m /saswork FPOOL1 mirror d0 d1 d2  d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 mirror d8 d9 
d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15

Right: 

# zpool create –f –m /saswork FPOOL1 mirror d0 d8  mirror d1 d9 mirror d2 d10 
mirror d3 d11 mirror d4 d12  mirror d5 d13 mirror d6 d14 mirror d7 d15

Note: The actual devices for the mirrors were chosen from a different Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Card on a 
different PCIe bus to maximize highest availability.

» SASWORK was eventually configured with RAIDZ redundancy. For a scratch work area, RAIDZ provided enough 
availability and doubled the capacity.

» When working with ZFS file systems, the zpool history command is extremely useful because it provides a 
time stamped audit trail of successful commands that modify the zpool and zfs configuration.

» Configuration of swap/dump devices: The swap area is important but is considered last and is most often 
forgotten in large-scale architectures and deployments.
The swap area is used as memory-backing store. SAS predominantly uses mmap(2) for memory allocation; 
these calls require making a swap reservation regardless of whether the system needs to swap or not. Users are 
often puzzled when the SAS log shows Out of Memory Failures when the system might have 2 TB of free 
memory. The reason usually lies with allocating a minimal or token swap area.   

» A dedicated dump device is not necessary but highly recommended in almost all situations. During a system 
crash, kernel memory is written to the dump device. If there is no dump device, the swap area is used.
When the system boots, the crash dump is written to /var/crash and could potentially be a very lengthy 
process. With a dedicated dump device, the system can proceed with the boot process and the crash dump is 
written in the background.
Dump devices are analogous to smoke alarms and fire extinguishers. 99 percent of the time smoke alarms go off 
unnecessarily and require annoying maintenance; but in the event of a fire, they could likely save a life.
A good practice would be to allocate dump devices and a primary swap area to a separate disk. However, in the 
absence of a separate disk, they are usually configured in the main ZFS root pool (rpool0). 
In a mirrored boot environment, and depending on HA tolerances, additional capacity for the dump device (maybe 
less so for the swap area) might be worth the trade-off of NOT mirroring the dump device. This choice can be 
made only in a mirrored boot environment if the dump device was independent of the root pool (rpool0).
Another trade-off of hosting the dump device in the root pool is that using Oracle Solaris Unified Archives or ZFS 
send/receive of the rpool for backups generally necessitates that the dump device be included. So, if the dump 
device is 300 GB, that data will be, by default, unnecessarily bundled and transported—consuming valuable time, 
disk space, and network bandwidth. The scripts in this deployment demonstrate how to work around this issue; 
the dump devices (hosted in the root pool as the most practical option) are removed, re-created, and resized as 
part of the final post-installation validation.
The swap allocation can be adjusted based on the number of concurrent SAS processes. For guidance, refer to 
Planning for Swap Space. You do not need an excessive amount of space for the swap area. If there is a need to 
often page out to the swap area (as opposed to just making a reservation), the system management strategy 
should be closely monitored and potentially revisited. One possible option is to lower the number of concurrent 
jobs allowed to run at any given time via the SAS grid manager. Another option is to decrease the allowable 
memory that a SAS process is allowed to request (using the SAS MEMSIZE option). 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54801/ggrln.html#scrolltoc
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54785/fsswap-31050.html
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» Save the LDom configuration: After making LDom configuration changes, an explicit save is required to make the 
changes persist. Several options are shown that run at the primary domain level: the first two preserve 
deterministic resource allocations while the second two do not. 
In this deployment, exact resource specifications were needed in certain cases (which cores were allocated for 
which LDom), so the latter two methods were not used and are mentioned here only for reference.

» ldm add-config <config> 

» ldm add-spconfig <config>

» Single LDOM: ldm list-constraints –x ldom_name >ldom_name.xml
» All LDOMs: ldm list-constraints –x >all_ldoms.xml

» System tuning: In general, Oracle Solaris does not require much tuning at the kernel level. However, for better 
performance, you could consider a few parameters. For example, jumbo frames should be used instead of the 
default 1500 MTU, for high-performance throughput to Oracle ZFS Storage ZS3-2. By default, the InfiniBand 
networking stack uses jumbo frames. For 10 GbE networking, this might have to be manually set.  

» SPARC T5-2 system changes: (the /etc/system file requires a reboot after modification)

» NFS client changes:
» Increase the default number of TCP connections to the server for NFS
set rpcmod_clnt_max_conns=8

» Increase the buffer size and the number of buffers for NFS v3 and v4
set nfs:nfs3_bsize=131072
set nfs:nfs3_nra=32
set nfs:nfs4_bsize=131072
set nfs:nfs4_nra=32

» Increase the depth queue for ZFS
set zfs:zfs_vdev_max_pending=50

In the /etc/vfstab file, use options similar to the following: 
rw,bg,hard,nointr,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,proto=tcp,vers=3,noxattr

Note: Use vers=3 or vers=4 depending on whether NFS v3 or v4 is used.

Procedures

Deployment Anatomy: Hands-on Commands 

The actual anatomy for the deployment follows; the concept is that environment variables are set on a per-instance 
basis and the commands are reapplied for each virtual instance created. Thus, the setting of the same environment 
variable is meant to demonstrate the commonality of like instances and otherwise would not make sense in a shell 
script. As the commands are provided, take note where the commands take place: primary domain, guest domain, 
console, SSH session, ILOM, global zone, and so on.   

Configuring LDoms

Configuring LDoms involves the following tasks:

1. Creating default services in the control domain

2. Performing the control domain configuration

3. Configuring PCIe SR-IOV virtual functions

4. Configuring guest domains

5. Configuring IB IP Multipathing (IPMP)

Creating Default Services in the Control Domain

You must create the following LDom services to be able to use them later:
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» vdiskserver (vds): virtual disk server
» vswitch (vsw): virtual switch service
» vconscon (vcc): virtual console concentrator service

1. Check for existing LDoms. 
# ldm list

ldm is the command-line interface for the Logical Domain Manager. For more information about ldm, refer to the 
ldm(1M) man page.

2. Check for LDom configurations. 
# ldm list-config

3. Create a virtual disk server (vds) to allow importing virtual disks into guest domains. For example, the following 
command adds a virtual disk server (primary-vds) to the control domain (primary).

# ldm add-vds primary-vds primary

4. Create a virtual console concentrator (vcc) service for use by the virtual network terminal server daemon (vntsd) 
and as a concentrator for all logical domain consoles. For example, the following command would add a virtual 
console concentrator service (primary-vcc) with a port range from 5000 to 5100 to the control domain 
(primary).

# ldm add-vcc port-range=5000-5100 primary-vcc primary

5. Create a virtual switch service (vsw) to enable networking between virtual network (vnet) devices in logical 
domains.
For example, the following command would add a virtual switch service (primary-vsw) on network adapter 
driver nxge0 aggr0 to the control domain (primary). CONTROL_NET is the public interface to the control 
domain. All of the virtual networking will be run through this device.  

# ldm add-vsw net-dev=${CONTROL_NET} primary-vsw primary

Note: You need to assign a GLDv3-compliant network adapter to the virtual switch if each of the logical domains 
needs to communicate outside the box through the virtual switch.

6. Verify the services have been created in the primary domain by using the list-services subcommand.
# ldm list-services primary

7. Enable the virtual network service.
# svcadm enable vntsd

Setting up the Control Domain

Initially, all system resources are allocated to the control domain. You need to carve out the resources needed for 
the control domain.

1. Verify that all the required LDom services are running.
# svcs -a | grep ldom
online         Feb_12   svc:/ldoms/agents:default
online         Feb_12   svc:/ldoms/ldmd_dir:default
online         Feb_12   svc:/ldoms/ldmd:default
online         11:17:57 svc:/ldoms/vntsd:default

Note: You should see four online services.

2. List the LDom configurations stored in the service processor (SP).
# ldm list-config
factory-default [next poweron]

3. Remove the LDom machine configuration called initial from the SP, if it exists.

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E62357_01/html/E62361/ldm-1m.html
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# ldm remove-config initial

4. Initiate a delayed reconfiguration on the control domain.
# ldm start-reconf primary

5. Set the cores to be used by the control domain, where CONTROL_CORE=”0,1,2,3”. 
# ldm set-core cid=${CONTROL_CORE} primary

6. Assign memory to the control domain, where CONTROL_MEM=64G.
For example, the following command assigns 64 GB of memory to the control domain, primary. This leaves the 
rest of the memory for the guest domain.

# ldm set-memory $CONTROL_MEM primary

7. Add the LDom machine configuration to the SP.
For example, the following command would add a configuration called initial.

# ldm add-config initial

8. Verify that the configuration is ready to be used at next reboot. This list subcommand shows the initial 
configuration set will be used once you powercycle. 

# ldm list-config

9. Reboot the control domain. You must reboot the control domain for the configuration changes to take effect and 
for the resources to be released for other LDoms to use.

# init 6

Note: Either a reboot or powercycle instantiates the new configuration. 

Configuring PCIe SR-IOV Virtual Functions 

Configure hardware virtualization for the I/O devices. Note: The SPARC T5-2 has two PCI buses and four PCIe 
slots per bus.

1. Use the format command to identify the PCIe slots that contain the Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Cards. In 
this case, the PCIe cards are in slots 2,3,6,7 but only LUNs from PCIE2 are shown.

# format
Searching for disks...done
AVAILABLE DISK SELECTIONS:
       0. c0t5002361000196229d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>
          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000196229
          /dev/chassis/SYS/PCIE2/F80/LUN0/disk
       1. c0t5002361000196231d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>
          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000196231
          /dev/chassis/SYS/PCIE2/F80/LUN1/disk
       2. c0t5002361000194381d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>
          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000194381
          /dev/chassis/SYS/PCIE2/F80/LUN2/disk
       3. c0t5002361000194713d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>
          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000194713
          /dev/chassis/SYS/PCIE2/F80/LUN3/disk
… 

Note: This is not a complete list.

2. Initiate a delayed reconfiguration on the control (root) domain.
# ldm start-reconf primary 

3. Enable I/O virtualization operations (set iov=on) on the Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Card and InfiniBand 
PCIe buses 1, 2 and 0, 3, respectively.

Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Card: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-sparc-enterprise/documentation/o13-024-sparc-t5-architecture-1920540.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-sparc-enterprise/documentation/o13-024-sparc-t5-architecture-1920540.pdf
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# ldm set-io iov=on pci_1
# ldm set-io iov=on pci_2

IB:

# ldm set-io iov=on pci_0
# ldm set-io iov=on pci_3

4. Reboot for the set-io changes to take effect.
# init 6

5. Initiate a delayed reconfiguration on the control (root) domain.
# ldm start-reconf primary

6. Remove the PCIe slots  containing the Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Cards from the primary domain (to later 
assign to guest domain).

# ldm remove-io /SYS/MB/PCIE2 primary
# ldm remove-io /SYS/MB/PCIE3 primary
# ldm remove-io /SYS/MB/PCIE6 primary
# ldm remove-io /SYS/MB/PCIE7 primary

7. Create IB virtual functions from the /SYS/MB/PCIE{1,8}/IOVIB.PF0 physical functions from the root domain. 
Ensure that IB is in the unplumbed state. Repeat this set of commands for each OS instance where the IB will be 
configured (20+ times in this deployment).

# ldm create-vf /SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0
# ldm create-vf /SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0

8. Reboot the primary domain for the changes to take effect.
# init 6

Configuring Guest Domains

There are two guest domains, LDom-1 and LDom-2, per node. The following blocks of assignments define the 
attributes (name, cores, memory, virtual disk file size, IB PCI-SRIOV interfaces, host name, and allocated IP 
addresses) for each LDom. The commands in the scripts are to be run after setting the configuration of the 
environment variables for each LDom target.

1. For Node1–LDom1:
MYLDOM=dom01-01
MYLDOM_CORE="4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=191G
MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.13
MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.14
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.15
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b110
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.110

2. For Node1–LDom2:
MYLDOM=dom01-02
MYLDOM_CORE="16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=256G
MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.16
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MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.17
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.18
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b111
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.111

3. For Node2–LDom1:
MYLDOM=dom02-01
MYLDOM_CORE="4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=191G
MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.19
MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.20
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.21
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b112
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.112

4. For Node2–LDom2:
MYLDOM=dom02-02
MYLDOM_CORE="16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=256G
MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.22
MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.23
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.24
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b113
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.113

5. For Node3–LDom1:
MYLDOM=dom03-01
MYLDOM_CORE="4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=191G
MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.25
MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.26
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.27
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b114
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.114

6. For Node3–LDom2:
MYLDOM=dom03-02
MYLDOM_CORE="16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=256G
MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.28
MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.29
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.30
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b115
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.115

7. For Node4–LDom1:
MYLDOM=dom04-01
MYLDOM_CORE="4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=255G
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MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF1
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.31
MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.32
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.33
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b116
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.116

8. For Node4–LDom2:
MYLDOM=dom04-02
MYLDOM_CORE="20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27"
MYLDOM_MEMORY=191G
MYLDOM_DISKSIZE=200g
MYLDOM_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF2
MYLDOM_IBIP0=192.172.18.34
MYLDOM_IBIP1=192.172.18.35
MYLDOM_IBIP2=192.172.18.36
MYLDOM_HOSTNAME=glc-corp-b117
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.117

9. Create logical domains using the block of assignment statements from above. The ldm add-domain command 
below creates a guest domain as named in the MYLDOM variable. Several examples in green demonstrate the 
command execution with the resolved environment variable.   

A total of eight logical/guest domains are configured:
dom01-01, dom02-01, dom03-01, dom04-01

dom01-02, dom02-02, dom03-02, dom04-02

# ldm add-domain $MYLDOM
# ldm add-domain dom01-01

10. Assign the physical core IDs to the domain by setting the cid property. Note: The domain manager assigns 
physical resources to a domain. In this scenario, physical resources are explicitly assigned to a domain.

Resources that are automatically assigned are called anonymous resources. Resources that you explicitly 
assign are called named resources.

# ldm set-core cid=${MYLDOM_CORE} $MYLDOM
# ldm set-core cid=4-15 dom01-01

11. Add memory to the guest domain. For example, the following command would add 191 GB of memory to the 
guest domain defined in the MYLDOM variable.

# ldm set-memory $MYLDOM_MEMORY $MYLDOM
# ldm set-memory 191G dom01-01

12. Add a virtual network device to the guest domain. 
# ldm add-vnet ${MYLDOM}-vnet primary-vsw ${MYLDOM}
# ldm add-vnet dom01-01-vnet primary-vsw dom01-01

13. Set alternative MAC addresses to the guest domains. Note: Alternative MAC addresses can be used by zones 
created in the LDom. Creating “auto” MAC addresses tells the system to create random, unique addresses. 
The five “auto” keywords create and assign five MAC addresses per guest domain.

# ldm set-vnet alt-mac-addrs=auto,auto,auto,auto,auto ${MYLDOM}-vnet ${MYLDOM}
# ldm set-vnet alt-mac-addrs=auto,auto,auto,auto,auto dom01-01-vnet dom01-01

14. Create LDom virtual storage volume for the guest boot device.
# mkfile $MYLDOM_DISKSIZE /ldoms/${MYLDOM}-vdisk.img
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15. Add the virtual disk to the virtual disk server in the primary domain.
# ldm add-vdiskserverdevice /ldoms/${MYLDOM}-vdisk.img ${MYLDOM}-vdisk@primary-vds
# ldm add-vdiskserverdevice /ldoms/dom01-01-vdisk.img dom01-01-vdisk@primary-vds

16. Assign the virtual disk to the guest domain.
# ldm add-vdisk ${MYLDOM}-vdisk ${MYLDOM}-vdisk@primary-vds $MYLDOM
# ldm add-vdisk dom01-01-vdisk dom01-01-vdisk@primary-vds dom01-01

17. Add the text installation ISO to the virtual disk server (only required for a fresh LDom installation). 
# ldm add-vdiskserverdevice options=ro /root/sol-11_2-text-sparc.iso ${MYLDOM}-vdisk-
cd@primary-vds
# ldm add-vdiskserverdevice options=ro /root/sol-11_2-text-sparc.iso dom01-01-vdisk-
cd@primary-vds

18. Add the ISO to the guest domain as a virtual cd device to the guest domain. Note: The device will be called cd 
in the openboot ok prompt of the LDom.

# ldm add-vdisk cd ${MYLDOM}-vdisk-cd@primary-vds $MYLDOM
# ldm add-vdisk cd dom01-01-vdisk-cd@primary-vds dom01-01

19. Configure IPMP in the control domains: dom01-00, dom02-00, dom03-00, and dom04-00.

dom01-00.

CONTROL_IBIP0=192.172.18.1
CONTROL_IBIP1=192.172.18.2
CONTROL_IBIP2=192.172.18.9
dom02-00:
CONTROL_IBIP0=192.172.18.3
CONTROL_IBIP1=192.172.18.4
CONTROL_IBIP2=192.172.18.10
dom03-00:
CONTROL_IBIP0=192.172.18.5
CONTROL_IBIP1=192.172.18.6
CONTROL_IBIP2=192.172.18.11
dom04-00:
CONTROL_IBIP0=192.172.18.7
CONTROL_IBIP1=192.172.18.8
CONTROL_IBIP2=192.172.18.12

# CONTROL_IB0=/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF0
# CONTROL_IB1=/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF0
# ldm add-io $CONTROL_IB0 primary
# ldm add-io $CONTROL_IB1 primary
# dladm create-part -l net16 -P 0xffff pffff.net16
# dladm create-part -l net18 -P 0xffff pffff.net18
# ipadm create-ip  pffff.net16
# ipadm create-ip  pffff.net18
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a $CONTROL_IBIP0 pffff.net16/ipv4
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a $CONTROL_IBIP1 pffff.net18/ipv4
# ipadm create-ipmp ipmp0
# ipadm add-ipmp -i pffff.net16 -i pffff.net18 ipmp0
# ipadm set-ifprop -p standby=on -m ip pffff.net18
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a ${CONTROL_IBIP2}/24 ipmp0/v4

20. Add the assigned IB to domains that need direct access.
# ldm add-io $MYLDOM_IB0 $MYLDOM
# ldm add-io $MYLDOM_IB1 $MYLDOM
# ldm add-io =/SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF2 dom01-01
# ldm add-io =/SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF2 dom01-01

21. Add the Sun Flash Accelerator F80 PCIe Cards to $MYLDOM by directly mapping the PCIe slots. 
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# ldm add-io /SYS/MB/PCIE2 $MYLDOM
# ldm add-io /SYS/MB/PCIE3 $MYLDOM
# ldm add-io /SYS/MB/PCIE6 $MYLDOM
# ldm add-io /SYS/MB/PCIE7 $MYLDOM

22. Set auto-boot variables to true for the guest domain $MYLDOM.
# ldm set-variable auto-boot\?=false $MYLDOM

23. Set local-mac-address to true.
# ldm set-variable local-mac-address\?=true $MYLDOM

24. Bind the resources to the guest LDom.
# ldm bind-domain $MYLDOM

25. Start the guest domain.
# ldm start-domain $MYLDOM

26. Verify the setup by using the ldm list-bindings command. 
# ldm list-bindings $MYLDOM 

27. Display the console ports.
# ldm list

28. Connect to the guest LDom console on the assigned port.
# telnet localhost 5000

29. From the guest LDom ok prompt, install from the ISO CD or the Automated Installer. 

30. Reboot the guest LDom and log in after completing the sysconfig settings.

Configuring IPMP in the Guest LDom

1. Set up IPMP for IB in each domain using network devices 1 and 4 (after setting the environment variables). 
# dladm show-ib
# dladm create-part -l net1 -P 0xffff pffff.net1
# dladm create-part -l net4 -P 0xffff pffff.net4
# ipadm create-ip  pffff.net1
# ipadm create-ip  pffff.net4

# ipadm create-addr -T static -a $MYLDOM_IBIP0 pffff.net1/ipv4
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a $MYLDOM_IBIP1 pffff.net4/ipv4

# ipadm create-ipmp ipmp0
# ipadm add-ipmp -i pffff.net1 -i pffff.net4 ipmp0
# ipadm set-ifprop -p standby=on -m ip pffff.net4
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a ${MYLDOM_IBIP2}/24 ipmp0/v4

Additional notes: 

» To remove an LDom guest from the primary along with the VDS entries, use the following commands (verify 
$MYLDOM is set correctly). 

# ldm stop-domain -f $MYLDOM
# ldm unbind-domain $MYLDOM
# ldm remove-domain $MYLDOM
# ldm remove-vdiskserverdevice ${MYLDOM}-vdisk@primary-vds
# ldm remove-vdiskserverdevice ${MYLDOM}-vdisk-cd@primary-vds
» To unplumb the IB interfaces, use the following command (verify the network IF with dladm show-ib).
# ipadm delete-ip  pffff.net17
# ipadm delete-ip  pffff.net18
# ldm remove-io $CONTROL_IB0 primary
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# ldm remove-io $CONTROL_IB1 primary

Configuring Oracle Solaris Zones

Zones are configured in one of the following ways:

» Resourced (Fixed)
» Shared 

» Dynamic
» Pool Constrained

Unless noted, the commands are run from the global zone of the guest LDOM. 

1. Create a new ZFS file system for zone storage.
# zfs create -o mountpoint=/zones rpool/zones

2. For the shared (pool-constrained) zone type, create the resources needed for the shared pool. Note that these 
steps are not meant for the other zone types.

a. Check the status of the pool.
# pooladm

b. Enable the pool.
# pooladm -e
# pooladm -s

c. Create the processor set.
# poolcfg -c "create pset dev-pset (uint pset.min = 1; uint pset.max = 256)"
# poolcfg -c 'assign to pset dev-pset (core 10 ; core 11 ; core 12 ; core 13)'

d. Create the pool.
# poolcfg -c 'create pool dev-pool'

e. Associate the pool with the newly created processor set.
# poolcfg -c 'associate pool dev-pool(pset dev-pset)'

f. Start the pool. 
# pooladm -c

g. Verify the pool. 
# pooladm

3. Define the zone configuration parameters (environment variables).

Resourced/fixed zone: dom01-01

A resourced or fixed zone allocates a specific number or configuration of CPU cores, memory, swap, and physical 
memory locked in the core.

MYZONE_NAME=sasmeta94-01
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.126
MYZONE_CORES="2,3,4,5"
MYZONE_MEM_PHYSICAL=32G
MYZONE_MEM_SWAP=2G
MYZONE_MEM_LOCKED=32G
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Resourced/Fixed Zone: dom02-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasmeta94-03
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.128
MYZONE_CORES="2,3"
MYZONE_MEM_PHYSICAL=16G
MYZONE_MEM_SWAP=2G
MYZONE_MEM_LOCKED=16G

Shared/dynamic zone: dom02-01

The shared or dynamic zone type is the default configuration. Only the zone name and IP address are specified. 
The memory and CPU are shared with the global zone. A variation of this zone type, shared pool, is described in the 
paper.

MYZONE_NAME=sasmid94-01
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.124

Shared/dynamic zone: dom03-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasaux-01
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.123

Shared/dynamic zone: dom03-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasmid94-02
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.125

Resourced/fixed zone: dom04-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasdev-01
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.122
MYZONE_CORES="2,3,4,5"
MYZONE_MEM_PHYSICAL=176G
MYZONE_MEM_SWAP=4G
MYZONE_MEM_LOCKED=128G

Resourced/fixed zone: dom04-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasmeta94-02
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.127
MYZONE_CORES="6,7,8,9"
MYZONE_MEM_PHYSICAL=16G
MYZONE_MEM_SWAP=4G
MYZONE_MEM_LOCKED=16G

Shared/pool-constrained zone in dev-pool pset: dom04-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasmeta94dev-01
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.119

Shared/pool-constrained zone in dev-pool pset: dom04-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasmeta94dev-02
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.120

Shared/pool-constrained zone in dev-pool pset: dom04-01

MYZONE_NAME=sasmeta94dev-03
MYZONE_IP=186.37.145.121

4. Create the zone configuration file. Use the right command set for the type of zone (fixed/dynamic), as specified in 
the zone configurations above.

Fixed zones:
cat > /tmp/${MYZONE_NAME}.txt <<-EOF
create
set zonepath=/zones/${MYZONE_NAME}
set ip-type=exclusive
add capped-memory
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   set physical=${MYZONE_MEM_PHYSICAL}
   set swap=${MYZONE_MEM_SWAP}
   set locked=${MYZONE_MEM_LOCKED}
end
add dedicated-cpu
   set cores=${MYZONE_CORES}
end
remove anet
add anet
   set lower-link=auto
   set allowed-address=${MYZONE_IP}
   set mac-address=auto
   set link-protection=mac-nospoof
end
verify
commit
exit
EOF

Dynamic zones:
cat > /tmp/${MYZONE_NAME}.txt <<-EOF
create
set zonepath=/zones/${MYZONE_NAME}
set ip-type=exclusive
remove anet
add anet
   set lower-link=auto
   set allowed-address=${MYZONE_IP}
   set mac-address=auto
   set link-protection=mac-nospoof
end
verify
commit
exit
EOF

Dynamic zones (pool-constrained):
cat > /tmp/${MYZONE_NAME}.txt <<-EOF
create
set zonepath=/zones/${MYZONE_NAME}
set ip-type=exclusive
set pool=dev-pool
remove anet
add anet
   set lower-link=auto
set allowed-address=${MYZONE_IP}
   set mac-address=auto
   set link-protection=mac-nospoof
end
verify
commit
exit
EOF

5. Create customized zone installation template. The following commands make changes in the XML file specific to 
the zone. This is a shortcut to create a zone configuration. The generic base zone.xml template (available at 
the end of the zones script) is copied to the current directory. 

# cp <DIR_LOCATION>/base_zone.xml ${MYZONE_NAME}.xml
# perl -i.0 -pe "s/ZONEIP/${MYZONE_IP}/" $MYZONE_NAME.xml
# perl -i.0 -pe "s/ZONENAME/${MYZONE_NAME}/" $MYZONE_NAME.xml

6. Resource, install, configure, and boot the zones. Connect to the zone console.
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# zonecfg -z $MYZONE_NAME -f /tmp/${MYZONE_NAME}.txt
# zoneadm -z $MYZONE_NAME install -c $MYZONE_NAME.xml
# zoneadm -z $MYZONE_NAME boot
# zlogin -C $MYZONE_NAME

7. Configure IPMP in the zones. 

From the primary domain, set the environment variables to the unused pair and the zone to be modified to prepare 
for the initial step. Move VFs to the guest LDom.

dom01-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom01-01
ZONE=sasmeta94-01
IBIP0=192.172.18.64
IBIP1=192.172.18.65
IPMP0=192.172.18.45

dom02-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom02-01
ZONE=sasmeta94-03
IBIP0=192.172.18.68
IBIP1=192.172.18.69
IPMP0=192.172.18.47

dom02-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom02-01
ZONE=sasmid94-01
IBIP0=192.172.18.60
IBIP1=192.172.18.61
IPMP0=192.172.18.43

dom03-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom03-01
ZONE=sasaux-01
IBIP0=192.172.18.58
IBIP1=192.172.18.59
IPMP0=192.172.18.42

dom03-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom03-01
ZONE=sasmid94-02
IBIP0=192.172.18.62
IBIP1=192.172.18.63
IPMP0=192.172.18.44

dom04-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom04-01
ZONE=sasdev-01
IBIP0=192.172.18.56
IBIP1=192.172.18.57
IPMP0=192.172.18.41

dom04-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom04-01
ZONE=sasmeta94-02
IBIP0=192.172.18.66
IBIP1=192.172.18.67
IPMP0=192.172.18.46

dom04-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom04-01
ZONE=sasmeta94dev-01
IBIP0=192.172.18.50
IBIP1=192.172.18.51
IPMP0=192.172.18.38

dom04-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom04-01
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ZONE=sasmeta94dev-02
IBIP0=192.172.18.52
IBIP1=192.172.18.53
IPMP0=192.172.18.39

dom04-01:
MYDOMAIN=dom04-01
ZONE=sasmeta94dev-03
IBIP0=192.172.18.54
IBIP1=192.172.18.55
IPMP0=192.172.18.40

8. From the primary LDom, allocate VFs to the guest LDom. Note that the value of .VFx will change based on 
available VFs.

# ldm list-io
# ldm add-io /SYS/MB/PCIE1/IOVIB.PF0.VF4 $MYDOMAIN
# ldm add-io /SYS/MB/PCIE8/IOVIB.PF0.VF4 $MYDOMAIN

9. From the guest LDom, create IB partitions.

IB0=net5

IB1=ibp11

# dladm show-ib
# dladm create-part -l $IB0 -P 0xffff pffff.${IB0}
# dladm create-part -l $IB1 -P 0xffff pffff.${IB1}
cat > /tmp/${ZONE} <<-EOF
add net
   set physical=pffff.${IB0}
end
add net
   set physical=pffff.${IB1}
end
verify
commit
exit
EOF

10. Add the partitions to the zones.
# zonecfg -z $ZONE -f /tmp/${ZONE}

11. Reboot the zones after adding the VFs.
# zlogin -C $ZONE 
# init 6

12. From the zone, set environment variables and then configure IPMP.
# dladm
# ipadm create-ip pffff.${IB0}
# ipadm create-ip pffff.${IB1}
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a $IBIP0 pffff.${IB0}/ipv4
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a $IBIP1 pffff.${IB1}/ipv4
# ipadm create-ipmp ipmp0
# ipadm add-ipmp -i pffff.${IB0} -i pffff.${IB1} ipmp0
# ipadm set-ifprop -p standby=on -m ip pffff.${IB1}
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a ${IPMP0}/24 ipmp0/v4

Summary: The zone creation sequence created resource pools (of the shared/pool-constrained type) followed by 
the zone configuration and installation. IB network interfaces were then added.

Additional commands (if you need them):

You can stop and destroy zones using the following commands:
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# zoneadm -z $MYZONE_NAME halt
# zoneadm -z $MYZONE_NAME uninstall -F
# zonecfg -z $MYZONE_NAME delete -F

base_zone.xml template used for zone installation:

<!DOCTYPE service_bundle SYSTEM "/usr/share/lib/xml/dtd/service_bundle.dtd.1">
<service_bundle type="profile" name="sysconfig">
   <service version="1" type="service" name="system/config-user">
      <instance enabled="true" name="default">
         <property_group type="application" name="root_account">
         <propval type="astring" name="login" value="root"/>
         <propval type="astring" name="password" value="XXXXXXXXXXX"/>
         <propval type="astring" name="type" value="normal"/>
      </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="system/timezone">
      <instance enabled="true" name="default">
         <property_group type="application" name="timezone">
         <propval type="astring" name="localtime" value="UTC"/>
         </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="system/environment">
      <instance enabled="true" name="init">
         <property_group type="application" name="environment">
         <propval type="astring" name="LC_ALL" value="C"/>
         </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="system/identity">
      <instance enabled="true" name="node">
            <property_group type="application" name="config">
         <propval type="astring" name="nodename" value="ZONENAME"/>
      </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="system/keymap">
      <instance enabled="true" name="default">
         <property_group type="system" name="keymap">
         <propval type="astring" name="layout" value="US-English"/>
         </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="system/console-login">
      <instance enabled="true" name="default">
         <property_group type="application" name="ttymon">
         <propval type="astring" name="terminal_type" value="vt100"/>
         </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="network/physical">
      <instance enabled="true" name="default">
         <property_group type="application" name="netcfg">
         <propval type="astring" name="active_ncp" value="DefaultFixed"/>
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         </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="network/install">
      <instance enabled="true" name="default">
         <property_group type="application" name="install_ipv4_interface">
         <propval type="astring" name="address_type" value="static"/>
         <propval type="net_address_v4" name="static_address" value="ZONEIP/24"/>
         <propval type="astring" name="name" value="net0/v4"/>
         <propval type="net_address_v4" name="default_route"
            value="186.37.145.1"/>
         </property_group>
         <property_group type="application" name="install_ipv6_interface">
            <propval type="astring" name="stateful" value="yes"/>
            <propval type="astring" name="stateless" value="yes"/>
            <propval type="astring" name="address_type" value="addrconf"/>
            <propval type="astring" name="name" value="net0/v6"/>
         </property_group>
      </instance>
   </service>
   <service version="1" type="service" name="system/name-service/cache">
      <instance enabled="true" name="default"/>
   </service>

   <service name="network/dns/client" version="1">
      <property_group name="config">
         <property name="nameserver">
            <net_address_list>
                <value_node value="XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX"/>
                <value_node value="YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY"/>
                <value_node value="ZZZ.ZZZ.ZZZ.ZZZ"/>
            </net_address_list>
         </property>
         <property name="search">
            <astring_list>
                <value_node value="gls.glc.corp"/>
            </astring_list>
         </property>
      </property_group>
      <instance name="default" enabled="true"/>
    </service>

    <service version="1" name="system/name-service/switch">
        <property_group name="config">
            <propval name="default" value="files"/>
            <propval name="host" value="files dns mdns"/>
            <propval name="printer" value="user files"/>
        </property_group>
        <instance enabled="true" name="default"/>
    </service>
</service_bundle>

Migrating Disks
This procedure explains the steps to migrate the root file system from disk slices from the primary domain to 
mirrored internal drives:

1. Identify devices for each guest (ensure they are not primary domain disks).
MYLDOM=dom01-01
MYLDOM_DISK0=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA070793804d0s2
MYLDOM_DISK1=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA070792964d0s2
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MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.110

MYLDOM=dom01-02
MYLDOM_DISK0=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA07078409Cd0s2
MYLDOM_DISK1=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA070792B78d0s2
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.111

MYLDOM=dom02-01
MYLDOM_DISK0=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA0706D68F8d0s2
MYLDOM_DISK1=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA07078383Cd0s2
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.112

MYLDOM=dom02-02
MYLDOM_DISK0=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA07079441Cd0s2
MYLDOM_DISK1=/dev/dsk/c0t5000CCA07075124Cd0s2
MYLDOM_IP=186.37.145.113

Use similar settings for node 3, node 4 guest domains.

2. Add physical disks to the virtual disk server.
# ldm add-vdiskserverdevice $MYLDOM_DISK0 ${MYLDOM}-disk0@primary-vds
# ldm add-vdiskserverdevice $MYLDOM_DISK1 ${MYLDOM}-disk1@primary-vds

3. Add virtual disks to LDom.
# ldm add-vdisk ${MYLDOM}-disk0 ${MYLDOM}-disk0@primary-vds $MYLDOM
# ldm add-vdisk ${MYLDOM}-disk1 ${MYLDOM}-disk1@primary-vds $MYLDOM

4. Steps 4–7 are done from the guest domain. Create the rpool snapshot (after environment variables are set).
# zfs snapshot -r rpool@${MYLDOM}

5. Remove swap/dump.
# zfs destroy rpool/dump@${MYLDOM}
# zfs destroy rpool/swap@${MYLDOM}
# SNAPSHOTPATH=<SOME_DIRECTORY>/disks/snapshot

6. Send a snapshot of the current rpool to network drive.
# echo "LDOM:  $MYLDOM"
# echo "SNAPSHOTS:  $SNAPSHOTPATH"
# zfs send -Rv rpool@${MYLDOM} | gzip >  ${SNAPSHOTPATH}/rpool@${MYLDOM}.gz

7. Check that the device names are in correct format.
# format
# format -L vtoc -d c1d1
# format -L vtoc -d c1d2

8. From the primary domain, stop the guest LDom.
# ldm stop-domain $MYLDOM

9. Add the text install CD to the LDom.
# ldm add-vdiskserverdevice options=ro /root/sol-11_2-text-sparc.iso ${MYLDOM}-vdisk-
cd@primary-vds
# ldm add-vdisk cd ${MYLDOM}-vdisk-cd@primary-vds $MYLDOM
# ldm set-variable auto-boot\?=false $MYLDOM
# ldm start-domain $MYLDOM

10. Connect to the LDom console (telnet localhost <port>); boot from the CD device.
ok boot cd

11. From shell in the text install, set environment variables, and check device names with format(1M).
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Create a new rpool on the new boot disk.

# zpool create -f rpool c1d1

Set up the network to get the storage that holds the boot image.

# ipadm create-ip net0
# ipadm create-addr -T static -a ${MYLDOM_IP}/24 net0/ip0
# mount -f nfs 186.37.145.91:/export/data02 /mnt 
gzcat /mnt/scripts/disks/snapshot/rpool@${MYLDOM}.gz | zfs  receive -Fv rpool
# zpool set bootfs=rpool/ROOT/solaris11.2SRU15 rpool
# zfs create -V 128G rpool/swap
# zfs create -V 32G rpool/dump

12. Install the boot block on both drives.
# bead list
# beadm mount solaris11.2SRU15 /tmp/mnt
# installboot -F zfs /platform/sun4v/lib/fs/zfs/bootblk /dev/rdsk/c1d1s0
# installboot -F zfs /platform/sun4v/lib/fs/zfs/bootblk /dev/rdsk/c1d2s0
# beadm unmount solaris11.2SRU15

From the primary domain:

# ldm stop-domain $MYLDOM
# ldm set-variable auto-boot\?=true $MYLDOM
# ldm remove-vdisk cd $MYLDOM
# ldm remove-vdiskserverdevice ${MYLDOM}-vdisk-cd@primary-vds
# ldm start-domain $MYLDOM

13. From the guest LDom, create the mirror.
# zpool status rpool
# zpool attach rpool c1d1 c1d2
# zpool status rpool

14. From the primary LDom, remove the old boot device files after disk migration. Remove the ZFS file system after 
the last boot disk is removed. 

# zfs destroy rpool/ldoms

15. Save the configuration (from the primary). In the command, X represents 5,6,7,8.
# ldm add-config GLC08X-09JAN2016

Additional information:
» Removing virtual boot disk from LDom:
# ldm remove-vdisk ${MYLDOM}-vdisk $MYLDOM
» Adding vdisk back in (should not be required):
# ldm add-vdisk ${MYLDOM}-vdisk ${MYLDOM}-vdisk@primary-vds $MYLDOM

Configuring the Swap and Dump Sizes

1. Set policies for the swap and dump sizes. This is very site- and instance-specific.
MYLDOM=DOM01-00
MYLDOM=DOM02-00
MYLDOM=DOM03-00
MYLDOM=DOM04-00
SWAPSIZE=32G
DUMPSIZE=32G

MYLDOM=DOM01-01
MYLDOM=DOM02-01
MYLDOM=DOM03-01
SWAPSIZE=48G
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DUMPSIZE=48G

MYLDOM=DOM04-01
SWAPSIZE=48G
DUMPSIZE=64G

MYLDOM=DOM01-02
MYLDOM=DOM02-02
MYLDOM=DOM03-02
SWAPSIZE=64G
DUMPSIZE=64G

MYLDOM=DOM04-02
SWAPSIZE=48G
DUMPSIZE=48G

2. Set the dump device size when hosted on the rpool.
# zfs set volsize=$DUMPSIZE rpool/dump

3. Set the swap size.
# swap -d /dev/zvol/dsk/rpool/swap
# zfs volsize=$SWAPSIZE rpool/swap
# swap -a /dev/zvol/dsk/rpool/swap

Additional Resources and References
» Oracle Solaris 11.3 documentation
» Oracle VM Server for SPARC 3.3 documentation
» “How to Set Up an AI Server”
» “Creating and Using Oracle Solaris Zones”
» “Resource Pools Framework”
» In Managing File Systems in Oracle Solaris 11.3, information about swap dump device configuration
» “Creating an I/O Domain by Using PCIe SR-IOV Virtual Functions”
» “What’s Up with LDoms – Part 11 I/O Recommendations”

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54762/zones.intro-1.html
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E62357_01/index.html
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54756/gnzib.html
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54752/index.html
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54740/rmpool-12.html
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53394_01/html/E54785/fsswap-29713.html
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E62357_01/html/E62358/usingsriov.html#scrolltoc
https://blogs.oracle.com/cmt/entry/what_s_up_with_ldoms11
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